
coherent
[kəʋʹhı(ə)rənt] a

1. связанный, сцепленный
coherent rocks - геол. сцементированные, крепкие породы
coherent smallpox - мед. сливная оспа

2. логически последовательный, связный
coherent thought - последовательная /связная/ мысль
his arguments are coherent - его доводы логичны
coherent reasoning - логически последовательноедоказательство /обоснование/

3. 1) понятный, ясно произносимый
2) разборчивый
4. спец. когерентный

Apresyan (En-Ru)

coherent
co·her·ent AW BrE [kəʊˈhɪərənt] NAmE [koʊˈhɪrənt] adjective
1. (of ideas, thoughts, arguments, etc.) logical and well organized; easy to understand and clear

• a coherent narrative /account/explanation
• a coherent policy for the transport system
2. (of a person) able to talk and express yourself clearly

• She only became coherent again two hours after the attack.

Opp:↑incoherent

Derived Word: ↑coherently

Word Origin:
[coherent coherently ] mid 16th cent. (in the sense ‘logically related to’): from Latin cohaerent- ‘sticking together’ , from the verb
cohaerere, from co- ‘together’ + haerere ‘to stick’.

Example Bank:
• You're not being very coherent.
• a logically coherent theory
• a perfectly coherent remark
• She gavea clear, coherent account to the court.
• She was struggling to organize her ideas into a coherent whole.
• The party's policies were based on prejudice rather than on any coherent ideology.
• They haveyet to come up with a coherent policy on this issue.
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coherent
co her ent AC /kəʊˈhɪərənt $ koʊˈhɪr-/ BrE AmE adjective

[Word Family: verb: ↑cohere; noun: ↑coherence≠↑incoherence; adverb: ↑coherently ≠↑incoherently; adjective: ↑coherent≠

↑incoherent]

1. if a piece of writing, set of ideas etc is coherent, it is easy to understand because it is clear and reasonable:
The three years of the course are planned as a coherent whole.
a coherent account of the incident

2. if someone is coherent, they are talking in a way that is clear and easy to understand:
He sounded coherent, but he was too ill to haveany idea what he was saying.

3. if a group is coherent, its members are connected or united because they share common aims, qualities, or beliefs:
They were nevera coherent group.

—coherently adverb:
She could not think coherently.
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